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 TV show proposal 
 
 The talk show Silent Heroes will be a monthly 30-minute production shoot in studio with 
additional footage a video and images. 
 

The host will be Andre 3000, who is known for his conscientious rap poetry and acting.  
 

The guests are people all over the world that have enhanced lives, helped with the environment, 
and saved lives, both human and living creatures on this planet. Every six months, ‘Single mom 
Silent Heroes’ will be featured. This will switch off with ‘Single dads Silent Heroes’.  

 
Guests we'll be casted through social media, Facebook Twitter etc. Short video criteria 

will be laid out for those that are interested in being casted. Friends and family can also put 
together the video for casting. 

 
This broadcast will also have a live feed on Facebook. Sponsors can have ads at the 

bottom of the feed.  
 
The best time to air will be Sunday evenings on cable network. This will be a family 

show, geared toward 12 year olds and up.  
 
There will be subtitles for international appeal. Also, a translation app will be available for 

hosts and guests if they speak different languages or an interpreter.  
 
The theme music will be a rap theme. Voice over of introducing the host and guest will 

be a woman's voice feminine voice that is articulate.  
 
Images for the introduction of the show can be based on Elemental experiences of the 

Silent Heroes, such as water, air, and fire and land experiences. In addition, images can be of 
Social and Global issues that silent Heroes experience.  

 
This show has potential for a large International audience because there is so many 

great silent Hero Stories that are never heard about in regular network broadcasting. It's about 
real life, speaking Truth and The Human Experience, with emotional appeal that all people can 
relate to. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘SILENT HEROS’ OUTLINE 



1 minute. Intro - images- music 
 
5 minutes. Introduce host with voice over. Host talks with introductory story about what silent 
heroes are. 
 
3 minutes. Commercial 
 
5 minutes. Introduce guest with voice over. Host talks to guests, interacting with them. 
 
3 minutes. Commercial 
 
5 minutes. Host continues to talk to guest. Videos and images are added to their story. 
 
3 minutes. Commercial 
 
5 minutes. Conclusion with guest. A special medal of accomplishment for being a silent hero is 
presented to the guest. Closing words from host. 
 
 


